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1 Introduction

We begin by setting up the problem formulation, and giving some of our notation
and terminology.

1.1 Robust Controller Synthesis - “Loopshaping”
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Figure 1. The standard feedback control loop.

Consider the familiar setup of Figure 1. The plant to be controlled will be denoted
by G0.s/. The feedback controller isK.s/. The loop gain is

L.s/ = G0.s/K.s/

The sensitivity function is

S.s/ = 1
1+ L.s/

= y.s/
d.s/

This is the transfer function from the disturbance inputd.s/ to the plant’s output
y.s/. As is well known [1], a fundamental design objective is to obtain a|S. j!/|
which is sufficiently small. This objective is required for (i) sensitivity reduction,
and (ii) disturbance attenuation. The complementary sensitivity function is

T.s/ = L.s/
1+ L.s/

= − y.s/
m.s/

which is the transfer function from the measurement noise inputm.s/ to minus
the plant’s output−y.s/. Another fundamental design objective is to obtain a
|T. j!/| which is sufficiently small. This objective is required for (i) robustness
of stability, and (ii) measurement noise attenuation.

As is well known [1], the fact that

S+ T = 1 ⇒ |S. j!/| + |T. j!/| ≥ 1 (1)
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constitutes a fundamental limitation to what feedback can do. It means that there is
an unavoidable tradeoff between keeping both|S. j!/| and|T. j!/| small. More-
over, another fundamental limitation is that the closed loop system be stable.
This requirement means that the functionsS.s/ andT.s/ must be analytic in the
closed right half plane (CRHP) and must obey certain interpolation constraints
[2]. Hence, it is usually the case that equality in eqn. (1) cannot be achieved at
every frequency. This necessitates trading off one frequency against another.

A popular approach to practical frequency-domain design is to think of these
objectives and limitations on a frequency-by-frequency basis, and to give|S. j!/|
and |T. j!/| desirable “shapes”, an approach nowadays termed “loopshaping”.
This is not always an easy task. Indeed, the two fundamental limitations make
loopshaping a deep and subtle problem.

One approach to loopshaping is to use mathematical optimization to find a
suitable controller. The following such optimal synthesis problems will be con-
sidered in this paper. LetK denote the set of all linear time-invariant (LTI) con-
trollers that stabilize the given plant. We will deal with the 1-block 2-norm prob-
lems,

inf
K∈K
‖W1S‖2

inf
K∈K
‖W2T ‖2

with the 1-block infinity-norm problems,

inf
K∈K
‖W1S‖∞

inf
K∈K
‖W2T ‖∞

with the 2-block 2-norm problem,

inf
K∈K
‖ |W1S|2+ |W2T|2 ‖2

and with the 2-block infinity-norm problem,

inf
K∈K
‖ |W1S|2+ |W2T|2 ‖∞

This paper studies the inverse optimality question for the above problems. That
is, given a plant and a specific stabilizing controller, does there exist weights
.W1;W2/ for which the given controller is the optimal solution of one of these
optimal synthesis problems. There is already a literature on these problems [3-
5], and certain related problems [7], and we refer to these papers in more detail
later. The remainder of this section gives some further notation which will be
needed, and it states our assumptions. Section 2 settles the inverse problems for
the 1-block cases. Section 3 describes some results from the literature. Section 4
gives some preliminary observations on the key role played by so-called positive
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real-axis crossovers. Section 5 contain the paper’s main results, giving the solu-
tion to the 2-block 2-norm and infinity-norm inverse problems. Section 6 gives
an example and Section 7 discusses the results. Finally, proofs are given in the
appendix.

Some further notation will be needed. The dependence on the Laplace trans-
form variables is generally suppressed in our notation. For a given transfer func-
tion, A.s/ say,P .A/ will denote the number of open right half plane (ORHP)
poles of A. Similarly, Z.A/ will denote the number of ORHP zeros ofA. The
clockwise winding number about the origin of the Nyquist curve ofA will be de-
noted by wno.A/. Given any stable biproper transfer functionA.s/ which has no
poles or zeros on the imaginary axis, then one can extract its ORHP zeros,

A.s/ = a.−s/
a.s/

Aop.s/

where the roots of the polynomiala.−s/ are precisely the ORHP zeros ofA.s/.
Then Aop.s/ is called the outer part or outer factor ofA.s/, anda.−s/=a.s/ is
called its inner part. This factorization is called an inner/outer factorization. We
now adopt the notational convention thatL, S andT inherit the subscript of the
controller, that is,L0, S0, andT0 are the loop gain, sensitivity function, and com-
plementary sensitivity function, respectively, given byK0, and similarlyL1, S1

andT1 correspond to controllerK1.
We now state our assumptions. Throughout this paper, the plantG0.s/ and the

controllerK0.s/ are viewed as fixed and given.

A1 G0.s/ andK0.s/ are real-rational transfer functions. So they represent finite
dimensional LTI systems.

A2 K0 stabilizesG0.

A3 G0 andK0 are SISO.

A4 All weights are real-rational, stable and minimum phase. Weights are not
identically zero. AllH∞ weights are biproper. AllH2 weights are strictly
proper.

The above assumptions will be applied throughout this paper. For some results,
we need in addition one or other of the following.

A5 Both G0 andK0 have no imaginary axis poles or zeros, infinity included. In
particular, they are therefore biproper.

A6 The Nyquist curve ofG0K0 does not meet the positive real-axis.0;∞/ tan-
gentially. That is, ifG0K0. j!c/ ∈ .0;∞/ at some frequencys= j!c then
the slope of the Nyquist curve is not zero at this frequency.

Note that A5 is a very strong assumption. Removing it, where it is used, is the
obvious next step in this line of research.
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2 Inverse Optimality for One-Block Problems

This section treats inverse optimality for one-block problems.

Theorem 1 Suppose that assumptions A1 to A5 are obeyed,
and thatZ.G0/ > 0. Then, the following are equivalent.

.a/ ∃W1 s.t. K0 = arg infK∈K ‖W1S‖∞

.b/ ∃W1 s.t. K0 = arg infK∈K ‖W1S‖2

.c/ 6 ∃ K1 ∈K s.t. |S1. j!/| < |S0. j!/| ∀ ! ∈ R∪ {∞}

.d/ P .K0/ < Z.G0/

Part (a) asks ifK0 is the infinity-norm optimal controller for some choice of
weight. Part (b) asks ifK0 is the 2-norm optimal controller for some weight.
Part (c) asks if|S. j!/| can be strictly decreased at every frequencys= j! (in-
cluding infinity) by changing the controller. If so,K0 would be a poor controller
from the point of view of the sensitivity function. Part (d) gives the elegant answer
to these questions.

The situation with the complementary sensitivity function is similar.

Theorem 2 Suppose that assumptions A1 to A5 are obeyed,
and thatP .G0/ > 0. Then, the following are equivalent.

.a/ ∃W2 s.t. K0 = arg infK∈K ‖W2T ‖∞

.b/ ∃W2 s.t. K0 = arg infK∈K ‖W2T ‖2

.c/ 6 ∃ K1 ∈K s.t. |T1. j!/| < |T0. j!/| ∀ ! ∈ R∪ {∞}

.d/ Z.K0/ < P .G0/

The proofs are given in the appendix. We remark that these proofs are con-
structive in both directions. Thus, whenK0 is 2-norm (and so infinity-norm) op-
timal, the proofs allow the weights (in both the 2-norm and the infinity-norm
cases) to be explicitely identified. In the other direction, whenK0 is not 2-norm
or infinity-norm optimal, a simple formula explicitely identifies oneK1 ∈ K that
strictly decreases|S. j!/| (or |T. j!/|) at every frequency.

3 S&T-Optimality

We next describe briefly some results from the literature. One approach to the
one-block infinity-norm inverse optimality problems is based on the following
definitions [3-5].

Definition 1 The controller K0 is said to be S-optimal if

K0 = arg inf
K∈K
‖W1S‖∞

for the weight W1 = [S0]−1
op .
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Definition 2 The controller K0 is said to be T-optimal if

K0 = arg inf
K∈K
‖W2T ‖∞

for the weight W2 = [T0]−1
op .

The problem of finding conditions for a controller to be S-optimal and/or T-
optimal was settled in [3-5]. In essence, this gives the equivalence between parts (a)
and (d) in the previous two theorems, since the well known all-pass property
of H∞ optimal controllers means that there is only one candidate weight (up to
rescaling by a constant) for whichK0 might be infinity-norm optimal. So when
K0 is infinity-norm optimal, the corresponding weight is essentially unique. We
remark that whenK0 is 2-norm optimal, the corresponding weight may be unique
or may be non-unique. However, the proof given in the appendix allows all such
weights to be characterized.

Excepting parts (b), the above two theorems are a minor extension of the re-
sults in [3-5]. The proof in [3] was subsequently improved [4-5] and simplified
by using a theorem due to Poreda [6]. Another different proof is given in the
appendix. This proof is a further simplification, and uses only elementary argu-
ments.

In [3-5], the 2-block infinity-norm inverse question is approached via the fol-
lowing definition.

Definition 3 Let W1 = [S0]−1
op and W2 = [T0]−1

op . Then K0 is said to be S&T-
optimal if

K0 = arg inf
K∈K
‖ |W1S|2+ |W2T|2 ‖∞

Elegant conditions for S&T-optimality have been found [3]. The result is as fol-
lows.

Theorem 3 (Lenz et al.) Suppose that assumptions A1 to A5 are obeyed. Then,

K0 is S&T-optimal

if and only if

P .K0/+Z.K0/ < wno.T0− S0/

Note that in this definition, the weights are chosen in a special way. Hence,
it cannot be assumed that this result settles the “full” inverse problem, i.e. the 2-
block infinity-norm inverse problem with arbitrary weights which obey A4. The
difficulty is that although the above choice of weights makes|W1S|2 + |W2T|2
all-pass, there may be many other weights which do so too.

The above theory has been extended by Lenz [4,5], as follows.
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Theorem 4 (Lenz) Suppose that assumptions A1 to A5 are obeyed. Let W1 =
Þ[S0]−1

op and W2 = þ[T0]−1
op whereÞ andþ are real numbers, not both zero. Then

K0 = arg inf
K∈K
‖ |W1S|2+ |W2T|2 ‖∞

if and only if

P .K0/+Z.K0/ < wno.þT0− ÞS0/

We will see later that this seemingly minor extension of the concept of S&T-
optimality turns out to be interesting. We will say thatK0 is S&T-optimal for
some.Þ; þ/ if the conditions of the above theorem hold forK0 for some value of
.Þ; þ/.

Feng and Smith [7] have studied a different inverse optimality question. They
solved the inverse optimality question for McFarlane-Glover loopshaping [8], in
the SISO case. Although this is a 2-block infinity-norm problem, it has a strong
additional restriction on the weights. Specifically, when A5 holds, they require
.W1;W2/ to obey

W∗1 W1W∗2 W2 =W∗1 W1+W∗2 W2

So the class of 2-block infinity-norm problems considered in this paper is broader.

4 The Role ofR+ Crossovers

Consider the Nyquist curve of the loop gain on the standard Nyquist D-contour,
with small semi-circular indentations into the RHP around the finite imaginary
axis poles and zeros. Let0 denote this contour. Note thatL0.s/ is never zero and
never infinity on this contour. The values ofs for which

L0.s/ ∈ [0;∞]; s∈ 0
will be called positive real-axis crossovers, orR+ crossovers. These are the points
where the Nyquist curve intersects the positive real-axis. We will see shortly that
these points play a central role in inverse optimality.

We introduce a classification of such points. A crossovers= j!c will be
called a finite real-axis crossover if

L0. j!c/ ∈ .0;∞/; j!c ∈ 0
so thatL0. j!c/ is neither zero nor infinity, and the points= j!c lies on the
imaginary axis and!c 6= ∞. For obvious reasons, a finite crossoverj!c will be
called a downwards crossover if the derivative of the loop gain’s phase, viz.

d
d!
]L0. j!/

∣∣∣∣
!=!c
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is strictly negative. It will be called an upwards crossover if this quantity is strictly
positive. Letd1 andu1 denote the number of downwards and upwards finite real-
axis crossovers respectively. Thus, these numbers do not count any points where
the Nyquist curve ofL0. j!/ touches the positive real-axis tangentially, i.e. when
the loop gain’s phase and its derivative are both zero. Such points will be referred
to as tangential touchings.

There may also beR+ crossovers due to the small semi-circular indentations in
the contour about the finite imaginary axis poles and zeros of the loop gain. Recall
that if L0 has a pole of multiplicityn at s= jp, the small semi-circular part of the
contour0 around this pole is mapped underL0 to n clockwise semi-circles of large
radius centered about the origin. These may result inR+ crossovers. Note that
they always cross the positive real axis in the downwards (clockwise) direction.
Let d2 be the number of such crossovers. Note that each single imaginary axis
pole will contribute either zero or one such crossover, and that a double pole will
contribute either zero, one or two such crossovers, depending on the loop gain’s
phase to the left ofjp (i.e.]L0. jp − jž/). Similarly, if L0 has a zero of multi-
plicity n at s= jz, the small semi-circular part of the contour0 around this zero
is mapped underL0 to n counter-clockwise semi-circles of small radius. These
may give rise toR+ crossovers, and, if so, they necessarily cross in the upwards
(counter-clockwise) direction. Letu2 be the total number of such crossovers.

The large semi-circular part of the contour0 can also contributeR+ crossovers.
If L0 is biproper andL0.∞/ > 0, thenL0.∞/ gives a finite real-axis crossover
which is either an upwards or a downwards crossover. If it is an upwards crossover,
let u3 = 1 andd3 = 0, while if it is a downwards crossover, letu3 = 0 andd3 = 1.
If L0 is strictly proper, letu3 = 0= d3. WhenL0 is strictly proper, say with rel-
ative degreen > 0, the large semi-circular part of the contour gets mapped ton
small semi-circles around the origin. These may result in crossovers close to the
origin in the upwards (counterclockwise) direction. Letu4 be the total number of
such crossovers. Next, let

U.L0/ = u1− d2+ u3 (2)

D .L0/ = d1− u2+ d3− u4 (3)

Note that everyR+ crossover appears in eitherU.L0/ or D .L0/, that the former
gets the contributions from the finite upwards crossovers and those of arbitrarily
large radius, and that the latter gets the contributions from the finite downwards
crossovers and those of arbitrarily small radius.

The key role played byR+ crossovers comes from two easy observations.
Firstly, the fact that

S0+ T0 = 1

immediately implies that

|S0. j!/| + |T0. j!/| ≥ 1
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Further, equality holds if and only if the loop gain is real and non-negative,

|S0. j!/| + |T0. j!/| = 1 ⇔ L0. j!/ ∈ [0;∞]

Consider (any) one fixed frequencys= j!c for the moment. It is easily checked
that the above observation shows that both|S0. j!c/| and|T0. j!c/| cannot be de-
creased simultaneously by changing the value ofK0. j!c/ if and only if L0. j!c/ ∈
[0;∞], i.e. if and only if j!c is a finiteR+ crossover or is a pole, zero or tangential
touching ofL0.

Secondly, considering again (any) one fixed frequencys= j!c, it is easily
verified that

arg min
L. j!c/
|W1S. j!c/|2+ |W2T. j!c/|2 =

∣∣∣∣W1. j!c/

W2. j!c/

∣∣∣∣2
Clearly, this can be achieved byK0 for some choice of infinity-norm weights
obeying A4 if and only ifL0. j!/ ∈ .0;∞/, i.e. if and only if j!c is a finiteR+
crossover (which is non-zero and non-infinite). It follows easily that if

L. j!c/ =
∣∣∣∣W1. j!c/

W2. j!c/

∣∣∣∣2 ∈ [0;∞] (4)

then

|W1S. j!c/|2+ |W2T. j!c/|2

cannot be decreased at thiss= j!c, and conversely.
As shown in the appendix, the consequence is that a given controllerK0 can

beH ∞ optimal because of a single points= j!c. It may or may not be true that
there exists another stabilizing controller which decreases

|W1S. j!/|2+ |W2T. j!/|2

almost everywhere (a.e.), specifically, at all frequencies which are notR+ crossovers.
We need to dismiss some pathological cases. IfL0 is a negative constant, then

it is trivial to verify that K = −K0 is a stabilizing controller which reduces both
|S. j!/| and|T. j!/| at all frequencies. SoL0 is neither 2-norm nor infinity-norm
optimal. If L0 is identically zero or a positive constant, the above observations
show that equality in eqn. (1) holds at every frequency. It follows directly that
L0 is both 2-norm and infinity-norm optimal. It will prove convenient to accept
the following convention in terminology. IfL0 is constant and non-negative, we
take it thatU.L0/ = 1= D .L0/, while if it is constant and negative, we take it
thatU.L0/ = 0=D .L0/, and A6 is not viewed as being violated. This terminol-
ogy allows subsequent results to be stated more concisely, avoiding the need to
mention this special case.

Assuming thatL0. j!/ is non-constant but real-valued everywhere implies that
L0.s/ = L0.−s/, so thatL0 is a non-constant real-rational function ofs2. This
contradicts the stability assumption. SoL0. j!/ cannot be real-valued everywhere.
Therefore itsR+ crossovers are well defined. Thus,U.L0/ andD .L0/ are well
defined, and in particular, they are finite integers.
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5 Inverse Optimality for Two-Block Problems

We now turn our attention to inverse optimality for two-block problems, beginning
with the 2-norm case.

Theorem 5 Suppose that assumptions A1 to A4 and A6 are obeyed. Then, (a), (c)
and (d) are equivalent, and they imply (b),

.a/ ∃W1;W2 s.t. K0 = arg infK∈K ‖ |W1S|2+ |W2T|2 ‖2

.b/ 6 ∃ K1 ∈K s.t. |S1. j!/| < |S0. j!/| and

|T1. j!/| < |T0. j!/| a.e. on jR∪ {∞}
.c/ D .L0/ > Z.K0/− P .G0/

.d/ U.L0/ > P .K0/−Z.G0/

If, in addition, A5 is obeyed, then (a), (b), (c) and (d) are equivalent.

Part (a) deals with whether or notK0 is the optimal solution of some 2-block 2-
norm problem. Part (b) deals with whether or not both|S. j!/| and|T. j!/| can be
decreased almost everywhere, i.e. for all but finitely many frequencies. Parts (c)
and (d) give easily tested equivalent conditions. These involve theR+ crossovers
of the Nyquist curve ofL0. j!/ and certain ORHP pole and zero counts.

This theorem solves the 2-block 2-norm inverse optimality question. More-
over, given A5, it says that a controller isnot 2-norm optimal for any weights if
and only if its|S. j!/| and|T. j!/| can be decreased almost everywhere. Clearly,
such a controller would be a poor design.

It would be desirable to remove the need for assumption A5 for the (b)⇒ (a)
part. This is the obvious next step in this line of research. The present author’s
have been unable to settle this part.

We now turn to the 2-block infinity-norm case.

Theorem 6 Suppose that assumptions A1 to A4 are obeyed. Then, the following
are equivalent.

.a/ ∃W1;W2 s.t. K0 = arg infK∈K ‖ |W1S|2+ |W2T|2 ‖∞

.b/ 6 ∃ K1 ∈K s.t. |S1. j!/| < |S0. j!/| and

|T1. j!/| < |T0. j!/| everywhere on jR∪ {∞}
.c/ P .G0/ > Z.K0/

or L. j!c/ ∈ [0;∞] for at least one!c ∈ R∪ {∞}
.d/ Z.G0/ > P .K0/

or L. j!c/ ∈ [0;∞] for at least one!c ∈ R∪ {∞}

Part (a) is the infinity-norm inverse optimality question. Parts (a) and (b) show
that a controller is not optimal for any 2-block infinity norm problem if and only
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if both |S. j!/| and|T. j!/| can be strictly decreased at everys= j!, including
infinity. Parts (c) and (d) give testable conditions for this.

We note that there is a key difference between 2-norm and infinity-norm in-
verse optimality. These properties are intimately linked with, respectively, the
questions of whether or not|S. j!/| and|T. j!/| can be decreased at almost ev-
ery frequency, or at every frequency. The distinction between these questions is
precisely the points whereL0. j!c/ ∈ [0;∞] for !c ∈ R ∪ {∞}. As discussed
in Section 4, the presence of even one such point is enough to ensure thatK0

is infinity-norm optimal for some 2-block problem. Also, it is enough to ensure
that |S. j!/| and |T. j!/| cannot both be decreased at some (such) frequencies.
Given this observation, the only outstanding case is that of loop gains with no
such points. But then A5 necessarily applies, andU.L0/ = 0=D .L0/. Because
of this strong condition, the above theorem can be stated in quite a number of
ways.

Theorem 7 Suppose that assumptions A1 to A4 are obeyed. Then, (a), (e) and
(f) are equivalent. If, in addition, A5 is obeyed. Then (a), (e), (f) and (g) are
equivalent,

.a/ ∃W1;W2 s.t. K0 = arg infK∈K ‖ |W1S|2+ |W2T|2 ‖∞

.e/ K0 is 2-norm optimal

or L. j!c/ ∈ [0;∞] for at least one!c ∈ R∪ {∞}
. f / K0 is S-optimal

or K0 is T-optimal

or L. j!c/ ∈ [0;∞] for at least one!c ∈ R∪ {∞}
.g/ K0 is S&T-optimal with.Þ; þ/

Part (e) emphasises the distinction between 2-norm and infinity-norm inverse op-
timality. Part (f) relates 2-block infinity-norm optimality to 1-block infinity-norm
optimality, and part (g) relates it to the concept of S&T-optimality.

Two distinct notions of S&T-optimality were cited in Section 3. If the weights
used in the definition of S&T-optimality are to obey A4, then A5 must be obeyed.
When A5 does hold, then although the weaker version (withÞ = 1= þ) is not
equivalent to inverse infinity-norm optimality, the stronger version (with.Þ; þ/)
is.

6 Example

Suppose that the plant and the given controller are

G0 = 1; K0 = −s+ 1
2s+ 1

The loop gain has only oneR+ crossover. It occurs ats= j0. Choose

W1 = [S0]
−1
op ; W2 = [T0]

−1
op

11



Then,

|W1S0. j!/|2+ |W2T0. j!/|2 = 2 ∀ ! ∈ R∪ {∞}
No other controller can reduce this quantity ats= j0. Therefore, no other con-
troller can reduce the infinity-norm of the above quantity. It follows thatK0 is
infinity-norm optimal for the weights given. It is not 2-norm optimal. Indeed, as
is trivially verified, the controller

K1 = 1
s+ 1

simultaneously reduces the modulus of bothSandT at everys= j! excepts=
j0. It is clear thatK0 is therefore a poor choice of controller. Thus, we have the
(perhaps surprising) situation whereK0 is infinity-norm optimal, but it is a poor
controller.

This example illustrates a number of points. First, infinity-norm optimality
is not always a reliable indicator that the controller is a reasonable design. Sec-
ond, there are certain choices of weights which, in infinity-norm loopshaping, are
problematic. Third, it seems that dependableH∞ loopshaping software should
explicitely check for the condition of eqn. (4). Fourth, this poses the question of
finding a definitive set of weight selection rules which ensure a good outcome.
Fifth, it is tempting to suggest that 2-norm loopshaping may be more satisfac-
tory in practice. Finally, the example suggests that it would be desirable forH∞
loopshaping software to have the property that the controller returned is always
2-norm optimal for some problem.

7 Why Solve Inverse Problems?

Why solve inverse problems? Apart from the pursuit of knowledge for its own
sake, the authors believe that there are convincing practical reasons for solving
the inverse problems treated in this paper.

Let us agree to some terminology.

Definition 4 A controller K will be calledreasonableif its corresponding sensi-
tivity and complementary sensitivity functions S and T cannot both be decreased
at almost every frequency!.

The authors contend that every design procedure should ideally have two prop-
erties, as follows.

(a) The outcome of the design process (i.e.K0) should always be reasonable.

(b) Every reasonable controller should be a possible outcome (i.e. be produced
by some.W1;W2/).

12



The above analysis shows thatH∞ optimization does not always give a rea-
sonable result. On the other hand,H2 optimization always gives a reasonable
result, and can in principle find all reasonable controllers. Clearly, this observa-
tion has implications for controller design. It also raises the issue of howH∞
design software deals with (or should deal with) problems having positive real-
axis crossovers and with weights which make these points tight. This may help
to makeH∞ loopshaping software easier to use, and may reduce the number of
design iterations needed.

The answer to an inverse problem depends on the rules for weight selection.
Clearly, it would be desirable to know the complete, minimum set of rules for
weight selection inH∞ synthesis which ensure that the result is always reasonable.

All in all, the author’s believe that solving such inverse problem’s improves
the theoretical foundations of loopshaping.

8 Appendix

This appendix is devoted to proving the theorems presented above.
First, some further notation will be needed. For a complex function,f ∗.s/

denotesf .−s/. Consequently, for any polynomial or rational function with real
coefficients,X∗.s/ = X.−s/. On the imaginary axis,X∗.s/ is the complex con-
jugate ofX.s/. The degree of a polynomialx.s/ will be denoted byŽ.x/. The
degrees of the numerator and denominator of a rational functionX will be de-
noted byŽn.X/ and Žd.X/ respectively. The relative degree ofX, denoted by
Žr.X/, is defined to be

Žr.X/ = Žd.X/− Žr.X/

Recall that for a given transfer function,A say,P .A/ andZ.A/ denote the
number of ORHP poles and zeros ofA respectively. Then,P .A∗/ andZ.A∗/ de-
note the number of open left half plane (OLHP) poles and zeros ofA, repectively.
The clockwise winding number about the points 0 and 1 of the Nyquist curve of
A are denoted by wno.A/ and wno.A;+1/ respectively. Recall that the Principle
of the Argument [12] says that

wno.A/ = Z.A/− P .A/

We note that the engineering convention for the direction by which the Nyquist
contour is traversed is different from the mathematics convention. Note also that,
recalling the definitions of Section 4,

wno.L0/ =D .L0/−U.L0/

As is usual,H∞ denotes the set of all stable transfer functions andRH∞ de-
notes the set of all real-rational stable transfer functions.

Extensive use will be made of the Youla parameterization [9,10] of all stabi-
lizing controllers. We use the rendition of Desoeret al. [11]. The latter treatment
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uses rational factorizations, while the former uses polynomial factorizations. We
outline very briefly the Youla parameterization for the SISO case and our corre-
sponding notation.

Any SISO rational transfer functionG0 can be written as the ratio of two trans-
fer functions,G0= N=D where bothN andD are stable transfer functions which
have no CRHP zeros in common. Such a factorization is said to be a stable co-
prime factorization.

Theorem 8 (Youla Parameterization) Let G0 = N=D be a stable coprime fac-
torization of G0. Let K0 be a stabilizing feedback controller. Then there exists
stable transfer functions U and V such that

NU+ DV = 1 (5)

and

K0 = U
V

(6)

Furthermore, the set of all rational LTI controllers that stabilize the closed loop
system is described by

K = U − QD
V+ QN

(7)

as Q ranges through RH∞, and the set of all LTI controllers that stabilize the
closed loop system is also described by eqn (7) as Q ranges throughH∞.

This fundamental result describes precisely the set ofall LTI stabilizing con-
trollers for any given rational plant. This set is described in terms of the parameter
Q, called here the Youla parameter. Eqn. (5) is called the Bezout identity. Simple
algebra then confirms that for anyQ, the corresponding sensitivity function and
complementary sensitivity function are

S.Q/ = DN Q+ DV; T.Q/ = −N DQ+ NU (8)

respectively. The “given” controllerK0 then corresponds toQ= 0. We adopt the
convention thatQ0 andQ1 correspond respectively to the controllersK0 andK1,
and thenQ0 = 0. The loop gain, the sensitivity function and the complementary
sensitivity function which correspond toK0 are then

L0 = G0K0; S0 = DV; T0 = NU

We will need the following inner/outer factorizations.

N = n∗

n
Nop; D = d∗

d
Dop

U = u∗

u
Uop; V = v

∗

v
Vop

That is, givenN, let n.−s/ = n∗.s/ be the monic polynomial whose roots are
precisely the ORHP zeros ofN, and similarly for the others.
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Lemma 1 Suppose that assumptions A1 to A5 are obeyed. Then,

∃ Q1 ∈ H∞ s.t. |S1. j!/| < |S0. j!/| ∀ ! ∈ R∪ {∞}
if and only if

P .K0/ ≥ Z.G0/

For the proof, we will need the following classical theorem [12].

Theorem 9 (Rouch́e) Suppose that the functions f.s/ and g.s/ are analytic in-
side and on the Jordan curve0. If

| f .s/− g.s/| < | f .s/| ∀ s∈ 0
then

f .s/ and g.s/ have the same number of zeros inside0

(and have no zeros on0).

Proof Suppose that there is someQ1 ∈ H∞ which strictly reduces|S. j!/| at
every frequency including infinity. That is,

∃ Q1 ∈ H∞ s.t. |S1. j!/| < |S0. j!/| ∀ !∪ {∞}
⇔ |DN Q1+ DV| < |DV| ∀ ! ∪ {∞}
⇔ |Q1N+ V| < |V| ∀ !∪ {∞}

Apply Rouche’s Theorem,

⇒ Z.V/ = Z.QN/

⇔ P .K0/ = Z.G0/+Z.Q/

⇒ P .K0/ ≥ Z.G0/

For the converse, suppose thatP .K0/ ≥ Z.G0/. Then (and only then)n=v is
proper. If it is biproper, leta.s/ = 1. If it is strictly proper, leta.s/ be any strictly
Hurwitz polynomial with degreeŽ.a/ = Ž.v/− Ž.n/. Consider

Q1 = −ž
(n
v

)2
a∗aVopN−1

op

This particular choice ofQ1 is then inH∞ as required. ThisQ1 gives

|S1. j!/| = |DN Q1+ DV| = |DV.Q1NV−1+ 1/|
= |S0. j!/|

∣∣∣1− ž(na
v

)∗ (na
v

)∣∣∣
which clearly decreases|S. j!/| everywhere, including infinity, for sufficiently
smallž > 0. �
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Lemma 2 Suppose that both A and B are strictly proper, are stable, and are
column vectors. Then,

0= arg inf
Q∈H∞
‖ AQ+ B ‖2

if and only if B∗A has no poles in the CRHP.

Proof Suppose thatB∗A has no poles in the CRHP. Then

‖ AQ+ B ‖22 = 〈AQ+ B; AQ+ B〉
= ‖ AQ‖22 +〈B; AQ〉 + 〈AQ; B〉+ ‖ B ‖22
= ‖ AQ‖22 + ‖ B ‖22 +2 Re

∫ +∞
−∞

B∗. j!/A. j!/Q. j!/d!

and sinceB∗AQ is analytic in the CRHP and is strictly proper, the above integral
is zero, giving,

‖ AQ+ B ‖22 = ‖ AQ‖22 + ‖ B ‖22
≥ ‖ B ‖2

ThereforeQ= 0 is optimal in this case.
Conversely, suppose thatB∗A has one or more unstable poles. ThenBA∗ has

stable poles. It follows thatQ1 defined by

Q1 = −ž³+.A∗B/
is non-zero, where³+ denotes projection ontoH2. Thus, to compute the optimal
Q numerically, one can take the partial fraction expansion ofA∗B and letQ be
minus the sum of the stable terms. The aboveQ1 gives〈

A∗B;Q1

〉 = −ž ‖ ³+.A∗B/ ‖22 < 0

and so

‖ AQ1+ B ‖22 = ‖ AQ1 ‖22 +〈B; AQ1〉 + 〈AQ1; B〉+ ‖ B ‖22
= O.ž2/+ ‖ B ‖22 −2ž ‖ ³+.A∗B/ ‖22
< ‖ B ‖22 for ž > 0 sufficiently small

So, if B∗A has unstable poles, thenQ= 0 is not optimal. �

Lemma 3 Suppose that assumptions A1 to A5 are obeyed. Then,

∃W1 s.t. K0 = arg inf
K∈K
‖W1S‖2

if and only if

P .K0/ < Z.G0/
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Proof Using the Youla Parameterization,

W1S=W1D.QN+ V/ =W1DN Q+W1DV

From the previous lemma,

0= arg inf
Q∈H∞
‖W1S‖2

⇔ .W1DV/∗.W1DN/ has no CRHP poles

⇔ .W1DV/∗.W1DN/ has no ORHP poles

When does this hold for someW1 obeying A4? Clearly, it is necessary and suffi-
cient thatW1 can be chosen to cancel all the ORHP poles of.DV/∗.DN/while the
ORHP poles of the factorW∗1 are cancelled by the ORHP zeros of.DV/∗.DN/.
Counting the ORHP poles and zeros, this holds if and only if the number of ORHP
poles to be cancelled is less than or equal to the number of ORHP zeros available
to cancel them. That is,

P ..W1DV/∗.W1DN// ≤ Z..W1 DV/∗.W1DN//

⇔ Žd.W1DV/∗ ≤ Z..W1 DV/∗.W1DN//

⇔ Žd.W1DV/∗ ≤ Žn.W1/+ Žn.D/+Z.N/+ Žn.V/−Z.V/

and sinceD andV are necessarily biproper, andW1 must be strictly proper,

⇔ Z.V/ < Z.N/

⇔ P .K0/ < Z.G0/

as claimed. �

Lemma 4 Suppose that assumptions A1 to A5 are obeyed. Then,

6 ∃W1 s.t. K0 = arg inf
K∈K
‖W1S‖∞

if and only if

∃ Q1 ∈ H∞ s.t. |S1. j!/| < |S0. j!/| ∀ !∪ {∞}
Proof This equivalence is easy in the one-block case. Indeed, suppose that

∃ Q1 ∈ H∞ s.t. |S1. j!/| < |S0. j!/| ∀ !∪ {∞}
If K0 is H∞ optimal for someW1, then replacingQ0 = 0 by Q1 strictly reduces
|S. j!/| everywhere, which then reduces‖ W1S‖∞ which is a contradiction. On
the other hand, suppose that

6 ∃W1 s.t. K0 = arg inf
K∈K
‖W1S‖∞
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ChoosingW1 = [S0]−1
op in particular gives

‖W1S0 ‖∞= |W1S0. j!/| = 1 ∀ ! ∪ {∞}
and

K0 6= arg inf‖W1S‖∞
By the very meaning of infimum,

∃ Q1 ∈ H∞ s.t. ‖W1S1 ‖∞ < ‖W1S0 ‖∞= 1

and so

|W1S1. j!/| ≤ ‖W1S1 ‖∞ < 1= |W1S0. j!/| ∀ !∪ {∞}
and the claim follows. Note that this proof relies on elementary arguments only,
and does not depend on the (advanced) facts thatH∞ controllers always exist and
are all-pass under our assumptions. �

Remark Combining Lemma 3 with the contrapositives of Lemmas 1 and 4 es-
tablishes Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 2 is almost identical. We turn now to
Theorem 5, to the 2-block 2-norm case.

Lemma 5 Suppose that assumptions A1 to A4 are obeyed. Then,

∃W1;W2 s.t. K0 = arg inf
K∈K

∥∥∥∥( W1S
W2T

)∥∥∥∥
2

if and only if

U.L0/ > P .K0/−Z.G0/

Proof Since(
W1S
W2T

)
=
(

W1

−W2

)
QDN+

(
W1S0

W2T0

)
then applying Lemma 2 shows thatQ= 0 is optimal if and only if

N D
(
W∗1 W1S∗0−W∗2 W2T∗0

)
has no CRHP poles

⇔ N∗D∗
(
W∗1 W1S0−W∗2 W2T0

)
has no CLHP poles

Since this quantity cannot havejR poles, then

⇔ N∗D∗
(
W∗1 W1S0−W∗2 W2T0

)
has no OLHP poles

Let W1= Z P1 whereP1 is biproper and bistable. Clearly, this can always be done.
We remark that for a givenW1 this factorization is highly non-unique. Next, define
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P2 to beP2 =W2=Z, so thatW2 = Z P2, and letA= P∗2 P2T0− P∗1 P1S0. Inserting
these expressions gives

⇔ Z∗ZN∗D∗A has no CLHP poles,

Viewing P1 and P2 as fixed for the moment, when is this quantity anti-stable for
someZ? Counting the OLHP poles and zeros as before, this holds if and only if
the number of OLHP poles to be cancelled is less than or equal to the number of
OLHP zeros available to cancel them. That is,

⇔ P .Z∗/+ P .A∗/ ≤ Z.Z∗/+Z.A∗/+Z.G0/+ P .G0/

Suppose for the moment thatA has no finitejR zeros or poles. Then,

⇔ Žd.Z/+ Žd.A/− P .A/ ≤ Žn.Z/+ Žn.A/−Z.A/+Z.G0/+ P .G0/

⇔ Žr .Z/+ Žr.A/+Z.A/− P .A/ ≤ Z.G0/+ P .G0/

From the Principle of the Argument, applied to the the standard Nyquist D-contour
with small semi-circular indentations into the RHP around thejR poles and zeros
of L0,

⇔ Žr .Z/+ Žr.A/+wno.A/ ≤ Z.G0/+ P .G0/

⇔ wno.P∗2 P2T0− P∗1 P1S0/+ Žr .Z/+ Žr.A/ ≤ Z.G0/+ P .G0/

⇔ wno

(
P∗1 P1S0

(
P∗2 P2T0

P∗1 P1S0
− 1

))
+ Žr.Z/+ Žr.A/ ≤ Z.G0/+ P .G0/

Letting X= P2=P1,

⇔ wno
(
P∗1 P1S0 .X

∗XL0− 1/
)+ Žr.Z/+ Žr .A/ ≤ Z.G0/+ P .G0/

Next, we use some properties of winding numbers. Thus,

⇔ wno
(
P∗1 P1S0

)+wno.X∗XL0− 1/+ Žr.Z/+ Žr .A/ ≤ Z.G0/+ P .G0/

⇔ wno
(
P∗1 P1S0

)+wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr.Z/+ Žr .A/ ≤ Z.G0/+ P .G0/

Recall thatP1 is biproper andL0 is proper. ThenP∗1 P1S0 is biproper. The term
wno.P∗1 P1S0/ can be evaluated by counting the positive real-axis crossovers of
the Nyquist curve ofP∗1 P1S0. Since]P∗1 P1. j!/ = 0 ∀ !, the net number of
crossovers ofP∗1 P1S0 is the same as that ofS0. Furthermore, by A4,P1 has no
poles or zeros on the imaginary axis or at infinity. Therefore, on the semi-circular
indentations and on the large semi-circle of the contour,P∗1 P1 resembles a fixed
non-zero finite constant. Hence, the number of crossovers occurring on the semi-
circular parts of the contour are the same forP∗1 P1S0 andS0. It then follows that

wno.P∗1 P1S0/ = wno.S0/ = P .G0/+ P .K0/
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Hence,Q= 0 is optimal for some weights if and only if∃W1;W2 such that

P .G0/+ P .K0/+wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr.Z/+ Žr .A/ ≤ Z.G0/+ P .G0/

Ranging over all weights is the same as ranging over allX andZ, (subject to A4),
so the above is equivalent to∃ X; Z such that

wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr.Z/+ Žr.A/ ≤ Z.G0/− P .K0/

⇔min
X;Z

.wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr.Z/+ Žr.A// ≤ Z.G0/− P .K0/ (9)

Consider the issue of choosingX to minimize the term wno.X∗XL0;+1/. This
winding number can be determined from the positive real-axis crossovers of the
Nyquist curve (on the indented contour) ofX∗XL0. We wish to relate the crossovers
of X∗XL0 to the crossovers ofL0 (on the same indented contour). Consider
first the finite positive real-axis crossovers ofX∗XL0, that is, the points where
X∗XL0. j!/ ∈ .0;∞/. Since]X∗X. j!/ = 0 on the imaginary axis, i.e. on all of
the Nyquist contour except the semi-circular parts, it follows that

X∗XL0. j!/ ∈ .0;∞/ ⇔ L0. j!/ ∈ .0;∞/
so that the finite positive real-axis crossovers ofX∗XL0. j!/ andL0. j!/ occur at
precisely the same frequencies. We can chooseX to locate these positive real-axis
crossovers to the left or to the right of+1 as desired. To minimize the clockwise
winding number ofX∗XL0 about+1, one locates the upward (counter clockwise)
crossovers to the right of+1 and the downward (clockwise) crossovers to the
left of +1. In this way, wno.X∗XL0;+1/ gets a contribution of−1 from each
upwards positive real-axis crossover ofL0, and avoids a contribution of+1 from
every downwards positive real-axis crossover ofL0. Specifically, chooseX so that
it obeys the following conditions.

C1. For L0. j!c/ ∈ .0;+∞/ an upwards crossover,X∗XL0. j!c/ > 1

C2. For L0. j!c/ ∈ .0;+∞/ a downwards crossover,X∗XL0. j!c/ < 1

These conditions are easily realized. For instance, one can apply polynomial in-
terpolation to the numerator ofX∗X for fixed denominator, while viewing it as a
polynomial ins2. It follows that A will have no jR zeros. Also, by assumption
A6, there are no tangential touchings.

Next, consider the small semi-circular indentations of the contour about the
(finite) jR zeros ofL0. In view of A4, X∗X. j!/ is finite and non-zero andL0 is
very small on these semi-circles, so thatX∗XL0.s/ is very small on the indenta-
tion, and soX∗XL0.s/ lies to the left of+1. Hence, it makes no contribution to
wno.X∗XL0;+1/.

Next, consider the small semi-circular indentations of the contour about the
jR poles of L0. In view of A4, X∗X. j!/ is finite and non-zero, so on these
semi-circular indentations, it resembles a fixed finite non-zero constant there.
So these semi-circular indentations are mapped underX∗XL0.s/ to very large
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semi-circles. These may or may not contribute to wno.X∗XL0;+1/. However,
such contributions do not depend onX, so the total contribution of this type to
wno.X∗XL0;+1/ is the same as the total contribution of this type to wno.L0;+1/.

Next, consider the behaviour of the Nyquist curve ofX∗XL0.s/ on the large
semi-circle of the contour, i.e. fors very large. IfX∗XL0 is strictly improper, this
large semi-circle gets mapped to (possibly many) large semi-circles, thus con-
tributing (possibly many) crossovers. The number of such crossovers depends on
the relative degrees ofX andL0. Moreover, the relative degrees ofX andL0 are
not independent of the termsŽr.A/ andŽr.Z/ in eqn. (9). To deal with this com-
plication, it is best to consider various distinct cases separately, depending on the
relative degrees ofP2 andX∗XL0.

We will need some (easy) facts. Note that

Žr.P
∗
2 P2T0/ = Žr.X

∗XL0/

Suppose thatP∗2 P2T0 is biproper or strictly proper. Then, the termŽr.A/ is

Žr.A/ = Žr.P
∗
1 P1S0− P∗2 P2T0/ = Žr.P

∗
1 P1S0/ = 0 (10)

provided

P∗1 P1S0.∞/ 6= P∗2 P2T0.∞/ ⇔ X∗XL0.∞/ 6= +1

and this is assurred by C1 and C2. Suppose on the other hand thatP∗2 P2T0 is
strictly improper. Then

Žr.A/ = Žr.P
∗
1 P1S0− P∗2 P2T0/ = Žr.P

∗
2 P2T0/ = Žr.X

∗XL0/ < 0

so that

Žr.A/ = Žr.X
∗XL0/ < 0 (11)

By A4, W1 must be strictly proper, which holds if and only if

Žr.W1/ = Žr.Z/ > 0 ⇔ Žr.Z/ ≥ 1 (12)

Again by A4,W2 must be strictly proper, so that

Žr.W2/ > 0

⇔ Žr .W2/ = Žr.Z P2/ = Žr.Z/+ Žr .P2/ = Žr.Z/+ Žr .X/ ≥ 1

⇔ Žr .Z/ ≥ 1− Žr .X/ (13)

First, we deal with the case whereP2 is biproper. This will turn out to be the
important case.
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Case 1(a)Suppose thatP2 is biproper andL0 is strictly proper. This case applies
if and only if Žr.W1/ = Žr.W2/ andŽr.L0/ > 0. It follows thatU.L0/ does
not have a contribution from an upwards crossover atL0.∞/, and thenu3=
0. SinceX∗XL0 is then also strictly proper, it cannot have a crossover to
the right of +1 ats=∞. Hence, choosingX so that C1 and C2 are obeyed
gives

minX wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = −U.L0/

Case 1(b) Suppose that bothP2 andL0 are biproper. In this case, it is possible that
L0 has an upwards crossover ats=∞, with U.L0/ having a corresponding
contribution of−1. This occurs if and only if

L0. j!/ > 0 and
d

d!
]L0. j!/ > 0 as !→∞

Then,U.L0/ includes a contribution of−1 from this crossover. By choos-
ing X so thatX∗XL0.∞/ > +1, then wno.X∗XL0;+1/ also gets a con-
tribution of −1. If L0.∞/ > 0, and it is a downwards crossover, then
X.∞/ may be chosen soX∗XL0.∞/ < +1, thus avoiding a contribution
of +1 to wno.X∗XL0;+1/ from L0.∞/. Finally, if L0.∞/ < 0, then nei-
ther wno.X∗XL0;+1/ norU.L0/ can have a positive real-axis crossover at
s= ∞. All in all, we see thatU.L0/ and wno.X∗XL0;+1/ get the same
contribution fromL0.∞/. Hence, we again have that

min
X

wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = −U.L0/

For both Cases 1(a) and 1(b), using eqns. (9) and (11) gives

min
X;Z

.wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr.Z/+ Žr .A// ≥ −U.L0/+ 1+ 0

SinceZ must be strictly proper by A4,Žr.Z/ = 1 is the best choice. So by choos-
ing Žr.Z/ = 1, this lower bound can be achieved, so that in fact

min
X;Z

.wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr.Z/+ Žr .A// = −U.L0/+ 1

Combining Cases 1(a) and 1(b), and returning to eqn. (8), it follows thatQ= 0 is
optimal for some.W1;W2/, subject to the additional constraintŽr.P2/ = 0, if and
only if

⇔ min
X;Z

.wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr.Z/+ Žr.A// ≤ Z.G0/− P .K0/

⇔ −U.L0/+ 1 ≤ Z.G0/− P .K0/

⇔ −U.L0/ < Z.G0/− P .K0/

⇔ U.L0/ > P .K0/−Z.G0/
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The above case settles the inverse optimality problem with the additional con-
straint that

Žr.P2/ = 0 ⇔ Žr.W1/ = Žr.W2/

The above proof shows that if the conditionU.L0/ > P .K0/−Z.G0/ is obeyed,
then we can construct weights for whichQ= 0 is optimal. If this condition is not
obeyed, then there are no weights obeyingŽr.W1/ = Žr.W2/ for which Q= 0 is
optimal. It remains to show that the cases whereP2 is not biproper cannot achieve
a strictly smaller minimum than Case 1.

Case 2(a)Suppose thatX∗XL0 is strictly proper with even relative degree, say
Žr.X∗XL0/ = 2n > 0, and thatu3 = 0. The latter condition means that
U.L0/ does not have a contribution of−1 from s= ∞. Since X∗XL0

is strictly proper, the large semi-circle gets mapped to very small semi-
circle(s), and so cannot contribute to the winding number about+1. Hence,
neitherU.L0/ nor wno.X∗XL0;+1/ gets a contribution froms= ∞, so
that

min
X

wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = −U.L0/

Then, from eqns. (10) and (12),

min
X;Z

.wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr.A/+ Žr.Z// ≥ −U.L0/+ 0+ 1

so this case cannot do strictly better than Case 1.

Case 2(b) Suppose thatX∗XL0 is strictly proper with even relative degree, say
Žr.X∗XL0/ = 2n > 0, and thatu3 = 1. The latter condition means that
U.L0/ has a contribution of−1 froms=∞. SinceX∗XL0 is strictly proper,
the large semi-circle gets mapped to very small semi-circle(s), and so cannot
contribute to the winding number about+1. Hence, the contribution of−1
from u3 = 1 toU.L0/ cannot be picked up by wno.X∗XL0;+1/ so that

min
X

wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = −U.L0/+ 1

Then, from eqns. (10) and (12),

min
X;Z

.wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr.A/+ Žr.Z//

≥ −U.L0/+ 2
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Case 2(c)Suppose thatX∗XL0 is strictly proper with odd relative degree, say
Žr.X∗XL0/ = 2n− 1> 0. Then,Žr .L0/ is necessarily odd and so is strictly
proper, so thatu3 = 0. SinceX∗XL0.∞/ = 0, there can be no contribution
from the large semi-circle to wno.X∗XL0;+1/. Then,

min
X

wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = −U.L0/

Then, from eqns. (10) and (12),

min
X;Z

wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr .A/+ Žr.Z/ ≥ −U.L0/+ 0+ 1

Next, we turn our attention to the case whereX∗XL0 is strictly improper. Here,
the large semi-circle gets mapped to very large semi-circles, and so may contribute
to the winding number about+1. Let us determine this contribution exactly. It
depends on the relative degree ofX∗XL0 and on the asymptotic phase of the loop
gain as the frequency tends to infinity. So there are several cases involved.

Case 3(a)Suppose thatX∗XL0 is strictly improper with even relative degree, say
Žr.X∗XL0/ = 2n< 0, and that

]L0. j!/ ∈ .−ž+ 180;+ž+ 180/ for very large!

i.e. ]L0. j!/ tends to 180 (from above or below) as! tends to infinity.
Then u3 = 0 necessarily and the large semi-circle contributes exactly|n|
clockwise crossovers, so that

min
X

wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = −U.L0/+ |n|

Then, from eqns. (11) and (13), and usingŽr.L0/ ≥ 0 gives

min
X;Z

wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr .A/+ Žr.Z/

≥ −U.L0/+ 1

Case 3(b) Suppose thatX∗XL0 is strictly improper with even relative degree, say
Žr.X∗XL0/ = 2n< 0, and that

]L0. j!/ ∈ .0;+ž/ for very large!

i.e.]L0. j!/ decreases from above towards zero as! tends to infinity. Then,
u3 = 0 necessarily and the large semi-circle contributes exactly.|n| + 1/
clockwise crossovers, so that

min
X

wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = −U.L0/+ |n| + 1
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Then, from eqns. (11) and (13),

min
X;Z

wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr .A/+ Žr.Z/

≥ −U.L0/+ 2

Case 3(c)Suppose thatX∗XL0 is strictly improper with even relative degree, say
Žr.X∗XL0/ = 2n< 0, thatL0 is strictly proper, and that

]L0. j!/ ∈ .−ž;0/ for very large!

i.e.]L0. j!/ increases from below towards zero as! tends to infinity. Then
u3 = 0 necessarily and the large semi-circle contributes exactly.|n| − 1/
clockwise crossovers, so that

min
X

wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = −U.L0/+ |n| − 1

Then, using eqns. (11) and (13), and sinceL0 is strictly proper with even
relative degree.⇔ Žr.L0/ ≥ 2/,

min
X;Z

wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr .A/+ Žr.Z/

≥ −U.L0/+ 1

Case 3(d) Suppose thatX∗XL0 is strictly improper with even relative degree, say
Žr.X∗XL0/ = 2n< 0, thatL0 is biproper, and that

]L0. j!/ ∈ .−ž;0/ for very large!

i.e.]L0. j!/ increases from below towards zero as! tends to infinity. These
assumptions mean thatu3 = 1 necessarily. SinceX∗XL0 is strictly im-
proper, this quantity cannot have a finite crossover ats= ∞, so that the
minimum possible number of finite crossovers is−U.L0/+ 1. Also, the
large semi-circle contributes exactly.|n| − 1/ clockwise crossovers, so that

min
X

wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = .−U.L0/+ 1/+ .|n| − 1/ = −U.L0/+ |n|

Then, using eqns. (11) and (13) and the fact thatL0 is biproper
.⇔ Žr.L0/ = 0/,

min
X;Z

wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr .A/+ Žr.Z/

≥ −U.L0/+ 1
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Case 3(e)Suppose thatX∗XL0 is strictly improper with odd relative degree, say
Žr.X∗XL0/ = 2n− 1< 0, and that]L0. j!/ tends to−90. Then,

min
X

wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = −U.L0/+ |n|

Then, from eqns. (11) and (13), and the fact thatL0 has odd relative degree
here (⇒ Žr.L0/ ≥ 1),

min
X;Z

wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr .A/+ Žr.Z/

≥ −U.L0/+ 1

Case 3(f) Suppose thatX∗XL0 is strictly improper with odd relative degree, say
Žr.X∗XL0/ = 2n− 1< 0, and that]L0. j!/ tends to+90. Then,

min
X

wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = −U.L0/+ |n| + 1

Then, using eqns. (11) and (13) andŽr.L0/ ≥ 1,

min
X;Z

wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr .A/+ Žr.Z/

≥ −U.L0/+ 2

Next, consider the case whereX∗XL0 is biproper.

Case 4(a)Suppose thatX∗XL0 is biproper, and that

X∗XL0.∞/ > 0 and
d

d!
]X∗XL0.∞/ > 0

If L0 is biproper, thenX must be biproper also. But this is Case 1, so we
can assume here thatL0 is strictly proper, and thenu3 = 0. SinceX∗XL0

is biproper, the large semi-circle gets mapped to a (non-zero, non-infinite)
point, namelyX∗XL0.∞/. So X∗XL0 has a real-axis crossover at infinity.
Under the assumptions for this case, this crossover is both a positive real-
axis crossover and an upwards crossover. So we must chooseX to ensure
that this contibution of−1 is picked up, so as to minimize the value of
wno.X∗XL0;+1/. To this end, we must chooseX so thatX∗XL0.∞/ >
+1. Then, the Nyquist curve ofX∗XL0 has an additional upwards crossover
which was not counted inU.L0/. Hence,

min
X

wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = −U.L0/− 1

Then, from eqns. (10) and (13), and sinceX must be strictly improper (⇔
Žr.X/ ≤ −1) here,

min
X;Z

wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr .A/+ Žr.Z/

≥ .−U.L0/− 1/+ 0+ 2 = −U.L0/+ 1
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Case 4(b) Suppose thatX∗XL0 is biproper, and that

Either X∗XL0.∞/ < 0 or
d

d!
]X∗XL0.∞/ < 0

For the same reason as in the previous case, we can assume thatL0 is strictly
proper, sou3 = 0. SinceX∗XL0 is biproper, it has a real-axis crossover at
s= ∞. The assumptions for this case mean that this is either a negative
real-axis crossover or a downwards positive real-axis crossover. If the latter
holds, we must chooseX so thatX∗XL0.∞/ < +1. to avoid the possible
contribution of+1 from the crossover atX∗XL0.∞/. Then, the Nyquist
curve of X∗XL0 does not have an additional upwards crossover ats= ∞
to the right of+1. Also, sinceL0 is strictly proper,U.L0/ cannot have a
contribution froms=∞. Hence,

min
X

wno.X∗XL0;+1/ = −U.L0/

Then, from eqns. (10) and (12),

min
X;Z

wno.X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr .A/+ Žr.Z/ ≥ −U.L0/+ 0+ 1

Thus, we can conclude that none of Cases 2 to 4 can yield a value of

min
X;Z

wno..X∗XL0;+1/+ Žr.A/+ Žr .Z//

which is strictly less than the value given by Case 1. �

Remark It follows as a corollary that ifQ = 0 is optimal for some.W1;W2/,
then it is also optimal for weights obeyingŽr.W1/ = 1= Žr.W2/.

Lemma 6 Suppose that assumptions A1 to A4 are obeyed. Then,

D .L0/+ P .G0/−Z.K0/ =U.L0/+Z.G0/− P .K0/

Proof SinceL0 has no poles or zeros on the indented contour, wno.L0/ is well
defined. Applying the Principle of the Argument toL0 directly gives

wno.L0/ = Z.L0/− P .L0/

= Z.G0/+Z.K0/− P .G0/− P .K0/

Now, wno.L0/ can be evaluated by counting its positive real-axis crossovers.
Thus,

wno.L0/ =D .L0/−U.L0/

This gives

D .L0/−U.L0/ = Z.G0/+Z.K0/− P .G0/− P .K0/

⇔D .L0/−Z.K0/+ P .G0/ =U.L0/+Z.G0/− P .K0/

as claimed. �
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Lemma 7 Suppose that assumptions A1 to A5 are obeyed. If

U.L0/ ≤ P .K0/−Z.G0/

then

∃ Q1 ∈ H∞ s.t. |S1. j!/| < |S0. j!/| and

|T1. j!/| < |T0. j!/| a.e. on jR∪ {∞}

Proof The proof is constructive. Suppose thatU.L0/ ≤ P .K0/−Z.G0/. Under
this condition, we explicitely construct aQ1 ∈ H∞ which decreases both|S. j!/|
and|T. j!/| at almost all frequencies.

Another controller, corresponding to the Youla parameterQ, reduces|S. j!/|
and|T. j!/| almost everywhere if and only if

|S.Q/| < |S0|; |T.Q/| < |T0| a.e. onjR

Using eqn. (8) gives

|DV+ DQN| < |DV|; |NU− DQN| < |NU| a.e. onjR

that is, if and only if

|1+ QV−1N| < 1; |1− QU−1D| < 1 a.e. onjR

We restrict the search for suchQ’s to ones that have arbitrarily small norm. Then,
the above reduce to the linear inequalities,

Re.−QV−1N/ > 0; Re.QU−1N/ > 0 a.e. onjR (14)

The proof proceeds as follows. First, we define a certain transfer functionQ1.
Second, we show that ifU.L0/ ≤ P .K0/−Z.G0/ then thisQ1 is stable. Third,
we show that

√−Lop
dv
nux has positive real part for almost all frequencies. Fourth,

we show that the conditions of eqn. (14) are obeyed, so that thisQ1 reduces both
|S. j!/| and|T. j!/| locally.

Let!k denote the frequencies for whichL0. j!/ crosses the positive real-axis.
There areU.L0/+D .L0/ or U.L0/+D .L0/− 1 such crossovers (the possible
crossover at! =∞ is not needed here). Define

Q1 =
√−LopN−1

op Vop
nd
uv

x; with x.s/ = ž
∏

k

j.s− j!k/ (15)

wherež is a real parameter which will be specified later, and whereLop denotes
the outer part of the loop gain, and

√−Lop is that square root of−Lop which is
analytic in the CRHP. Such a square root exists because−Lop and its inverse are
analytic in the CRHP (see page 274 of [13]).
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Next, we claim that thisQ1 is stable. Note that each of its factors
√−Lop; N−1

op ; Vop

andx.nd/=.uv/ have all their poles in the open left half plane. Since
√−LopN−1

op Vop

is biproper, it only remains to check thatnd
uv x is proper. Clearly,

Ž.ndx/− Ž.uv/ = Z.G0/+ P .G0/+ Ž.x/−Z.K0/− P .K0/

≤ Z.G0/+ P .G0/+ .U.L0/+D .L0//−Z.K0/− P .K0/

= .U.L0/− P .K0/+Z.G0//+ .D .L0/−Z.K0/+ P .G0//

= 2.U.L0/− P .K0/+Z.G0//

where the last equality uses Lemma 6. Then,

U.L0/ ≤ P .K0/−Z.G0/ ⇒ Ž.ndx/ ≤ Ž.uv/
and sond

uv x is proper. Hence,Q1 is stable.
Next, we claim that

Re
dv
nu

√−Lopx> 0 a.e. onjR (16)

It will be convenient to say that two functionsf andg arephase equivalent, de-

noted by f
]= g, if they have equal phase at almost all frequencies. Inequality (16)

will be verified in a few steps. Since

L0 = NU
DV
=
(

NU
DV

)
op

(nu
dv

)∗(dv
nu

)

= Lop

(
dv
nu

)2(nu
dv

)∗ (nu
dv

)
and since

]
(nu

dv

)∗ (nu
dv

)
= 0 on jR

we see that

L0
]= Lop

(
dv
nu

)2

on jR (17)

This shows thatL0 is phase equivalent to a function which is analytic in the CRHP.
Next, note that

L0. j!/ ∈ .0;∞/

⇔ Lop

(
dv
nu

)2

. j!/ ∈ .0;∞/

⇔ −Lop

(
dv
nu

)2

. j!/ ∈ .−∞;0/
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The points where this holds are the positive real-axis crossovers. Given the defi-
nition of x, these points are the zeros ofx, andx is real valued on the imaginary
axis. So multiplying byx gives

⇒ −Lop

(
dv
nu

)2

x2. j!/ 6∈ .−∞;0/ ∀ !

⇒ √−Lop

(
dv
nu

)
x 6∈ jR={0} ∀!

Thus, this quantity never crosses the imaginary axis. By choosing the factorž in
x as+1 or−1 as appropriate, it follows that the above quantity is confined to the
CRHP, so that eqn. (16) holds, as required.

It needs to be checked that this quantity does not change sign ass= j! goes
through a zero. Certainly,x. j!/ is real-valued and it changes sign only at the
!k’s which are by definition the frequencies whereL0 crosses the positive real
line. From (17) we see that these frequencies are exactly those frequencies where
dv
nu

√−Lop crosses the imaginary axis. As the frequency! is increased towards!k,
the termdv

nu

√−Lop is about to cross the imaginary axis. Then the sign ofx. j!/
changes at!k. This ensures that the productdv

nu

√−Lopx remains on the same side
of the imaginary axis. By fixing the sign ofž this side can always be taken to be
the RHP.

This particularQ1 gives

−V−1N Q1 = v

v∗
V−1

op
n∗

n
Nop

√−LopN−1
op Vop

nd
uv

x

= n∗n
v∗v

dv
nu

√−Lopx

]= dv
nu

√−Lopx

and

U−1DQ1 = 1
−L

.−V−1N Q1/

]= 1

−d2v2

n2u2 Lop

(
dv
nu

√−Lopx

)
= 1

dv
nu

√−Lopx
x2

]= 1
dv
nu

√−Lopx

Here we used the fact that thatx2. j!/
]= 1 which follows directly from the fact

thatx. j!/ ∈ R. It is trivial to verify that for any transfer function

A. j!/ > 0 a.e. ⇔ 1=A. j!/ > 0 a.e.

It follows that the two conditions in eqn. (14) hold if and only if the single condi-
tion of eqn. (16) holds. But this was verified above, completing the proof.�
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Remark Theorem 5 has now been established. Lemma 5 is (a)⇔ (d). Lemma 6
gives (c)⇔ (d) directly. Lemma 7, the only part which uses A5, is the contrapos-
itive of (b)⇒ (d). For the converse of this part, note that if there exists aK ∈K
which reduces|S. j!/| and |T. j!/| at almost every frequency, then triviallyK0

could not be 2-norm optimal. So not (b) implies not (a), and the contrapositive
gives (a)⇒ (b), and using Lemma 5 then gives (d)⇒ (b), and this part does not
require A5. Next, we turn to the 2-block infinity-norm result.

Theorem 10 Suppose that assumptions A1 to A4 are obeyed. Then, (a) through
(e) are equivalent. If A5 is also obeyed, then (a) through (g) are equivalent.

.a/ ∃W1;W2 s.t. K0 = arg infK∈K ‖ |W1S|2+ |W2T|2 ‖∞

.b/ 6 ∃ Q1 ∈ H∞ s.t. |S1. j!/| < |S0. j!/| and

|T1. j!/| < |T0. j!/| everywhere on jR∪ {∞}
.c/ P .G0/ > Z.K0/

or L. j!c/ ∈ [0;∞] for at least one!c ∈ R∪ {∞}
.d/ Z.G0/ > P .K0/

or L. j!c/ ∈ [0;∞] for at least one!c ∈ R∪ {∞}
.e/ K0 is 2-norm optimal

or L. j!c/ ∈ [0;∞] for at least one!c ∈ R∪ {∞}
. f / K0 is S-optimal

or K0 is T-optimal

or there is at least oneR+ crossover

.g/ K0 is S&T-optimal with.Þ; þ/

Proof We begin by considering the case where

L. j!c/ ∈ [0;∞] for at least one!c ∈ R∪ {∞}
First, we claim thatK0 is infinity-norm optimal. Choose the real constantsÞ and
þ so that

L. j!c/ =
(
Þ

þ

)2

wheres= j!c is any one selected point whereL. j!c/ ∈ [0;∞] for some!c ∈
R∪ {∞}

Choose the weights to be

W1 = ÞZ−1; W2 = þZ−1

whereZ is defined by the spectral factorization,

Z∗Z = Þ2S∗0S0+ þ2T∗0 T0

Note that|W1S. j!/|2 + |W2T. j!/|2 is then all-pass. The remarks in Section 4
then show that noQ (stable or unstable) can reduce|W1S. j!c/|2+ |W2T. j!c/|2.
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From the very definition of the infinity-norm, noQ can reduce‖ |W1S|2+|W2T|2 ‖∞.
This shows thatQ= 0 is infinity-norm optimal, so that (a) holds.

Since

|S. j!c/| + |T. j!c/| = S. j!c/+ T. j!c/ = 1

it follows that no Q can reduce both|S. j!c/| and |T. j!c/|, which shows that
(b) holds. SinceL0 has at least one suchj!c by assumption, it is trivial that (c),
(d), (e) and (f) hold. Thus, whenL0. j!c/ ∈ [0;∞] (i.e. that L0 has a finiteR+
crossover orL0. j!c/ = 0, L0. j!c/ =∞, L0.∞/ = 0, or a tangential touchings),
(a) to (f) are obeyed.

Now suppose thatL0 has no suchj!c. ThenU.L0/ = 0 = D .L0/ and A5
necessarily applies. Lemma 6 then gives

Z.K0/− P .G0/ = P .K0/−Z.G0/

which shows that.c/⇔ .d/. Lemma 7 shows that both|S. j!/| and|T. j!/| can
be strictly decreased at every! if P .K0/ ≥ Z.G0/, so that not.d/ ⇒ not .b/,
or .b/ ⇒ .d/. The fact that not.b/ ⇒ not .a/ is trivial, giving .a/ ⇒ .b/.
Under the present conditions, Lemma 5 shows that (c) implies 2-norm optimal-
ity for someW1;W2. But then it impossible that another controller could reduce
|ZW1S|2 + |ZW2T0|2 at every frequency, whereZ here is chosen to make this
expression all-pass. It follows that 2-norm optimality implies infinity-norm opti-
mality. Hence,.c/⇒ .a/.

For part (e), it suffices to note that when there are suchj!c’s, A5 holds and
U.L0/= 0=D .L0/, and then parts (c) and (d) of Theorem 6 become parts (c) and
(d) of Theorem 5. For part (f), apply Theorems 1 and 2 whenU.L0/= 0=D .L0/.
For part (g), chooseÞ andþ as above,W1 = Þ[S0]−1

op andW2 = [T0]−1
op . The claim

then follows from the remarks in Section 4. �
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